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Nudelman Strikes Back At President Roscoe Pulliam

BOWDEN ELECTED HEAD OF SO.
ILLINOIS WELFARE ASSOC. AT
FIRST ANNUAL MEETING HERE

Newly Elected Treasurer Nuenberger Announces 203 Have Become Members of Organization

Approximately 220 interested social workers and laymen attended the organization's first annual meeting here today, with Pres. B. J. G. Bowden, of Carbondale, being elected president.

Dr. B. J. G. Bowden, head of the Social Work Department at the University of Illinois, was the keynote speaker of the occasion, which was held at the Hotel Metro here.

Dr. Bowden, who has served as a member of the University of Illinois faculty for the past 10 years, was elected president of the organization on the second ballot, and his nomination was seconded by Dr. C. E. W. Smith, of the University of Missouri.

Approximately 150 interested social workers and laymen attended the meeting and the banquet that followed, at which the keynote speaker was Dr. Bowden, who delivered a lecture on the importance of the social work profession.

Steagall Will Discuss State Park Project on SINU Broadcast

Next week the college radio program will present Dr. Mary Watson, superintendent of the State Park Department, in a discussion of the project.

The program will be conducted by Dr. J. H. H. Martin, of the radio station.

The program will be broadcast over the college radio station on the evening of the discussion.

Bridges Wins Agriculture Scholarship

The Illinois State College Board of Trustees has announced the appointment of Trevor P. Bridges as the winner of the agriculture scholarship.

Bridges is a senior majoring in agriculture, and he has been active in the college's agricultural organizations.

Metropolitan String Trio Discuss Vacation Plans With Reporter

The Metropolitan String Trio, comprised of three of the trio's members, will be presented at a discussion of their summer plans.

The group has been on tour for the past few years, and they will be appearing in various cities throughout the United States.

The discussion will be conducted by Dr. J. H. H. Martin, of the radio station.

The program will be broadcast over the college radio station on the evening of the discussion.

REBA HARTLEY WILL ASSIST ON HEALTH STAFF

Miss Indiana Hartley, formerly of New York, has been hired by the Illinois Department of Health to assist in the health department's work.

Her duties will include working with the state's health department officials to develop and implement health programs for the state's population.

In addition, she will be responsible for working with the state's health department officials to develop and implement health programs for the state's population.

S. I. N. U. President Feels He Has Nothing to Apologize For; Hopes It Will Not Be Necessary to Limit Enrollment

President Roscoe Pulliam, refusing to give ground to State Finance Director Nudelman's Vindictive attack (see adjoining column), declared, "I feel I have nothing to apologize for in the statement I made.

Recounting the stand he took last week against arbitrary and unwise public interference, Pulliam stated, "It is my duty to the students of this college and to the people of Southern Illinois to defend this institution against what I consider an attack by the State Department of Finance.

"According to Pulliam, the college has been operating under a reduced budget and cannot continue to do so. He was basing his stand on the fact that the college was financially sound and could continue to operate without a reduction in enrollment.

Although the college desperately needed the $50,000 arbitrarily withheld by Nudelman, "the important thing is the principle involved."

In reply to Pulliam's letter to the State Normal School Board members, Pulliam issued the following statement:

"The college's news releases concerning the controversy over the thirty thousand dollar cut have not been rebutted. It seems to me that the facts are clear.

"I feel I have nothing to apologize for in the statement I made.

"I feel I have nothing to apologize for in the statement I made."
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REVIEWS THE WEEK'S NEWS

F. D. Roosevelt first thirteenth nominee--... goes under foot--it is too late.

Friday, July 22, 1946.

One Out of Every Ten College Students Is Earning Partial Support on N.A. Jobs

Dear Editor:

I am a student at the University of Chicago. I am planning to go on N.A. jobs this summer. It seems to me that the students should be given more information about the jobs. I think that the students should be given more information about the jobs. I think that the students should be given more information about the jobs. I think that the students should be given more information about the jobs.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

The Fifth Column

STEVE KRISPAUSKY

Among the complaints registered by students against housing conditions were those directed against inadequate lighting, which exists in many college rooms.

According to housing rules drawn up and passed to housekeepers by the college, each room containing two students must have at least one 60 watt bulb. This is the minimum requirement.

Students have frequently complained that only 60 watt bulb-in-use has been installed for rooms containing four students. In many cases, students purchase their own additional bulbs and place them in study lamps. In some cases, students have lighted the larger bulbs, raise food complaints about high light bill. When the student appeals for a 60 watt bulb, the Junior Housekeeper is often heard of effects on eyesight; the housekeeper immediately brings out the college housing rules which call for only one 60 watt bulb. The student is then left to lower the 60 watt bulb to the lighting of the housekeeper or give him more light. There are a number of complaints registered by students against this student's right to use his own discretion. There are others, however, who stand by their rights for their college administration.

We suggest as a possible problem for consideration by the college housing committee the right of the lighting in the college buildings. We admit here a few facts which we present to a consideration of the problem.

According to statistics, too many students are in dormitories, foot candles of light are needed for ordinary work. For reading usual kinds of work, at least ten to twenty foot candles are required. For comfort and other similar close work, from fifty to seventy-five foot candles are needed.

In view of these requirements, the housing committee be authorized to install 60 watt bulbs in dormitories at a distance of four feet.

Fred Cagle and Staff Develop Modern Unit of Nine Thousand Specimens

By CURTIS BATSON

In the past few months we have seen an increase in the number of students pursuing the study of art in college. This is particularly true in the field of art and design, where the number of students taking courses in this subject has increased significantly. The increase in the number of students interested in art is due in part to the growing appreciation of art in society. With the increased popularity of art, more students are choosing to pursue this field of study in college. The rise in interest in art has led to the development of new programs and courses in art, which are designed to meet the needs of students who are interested in this subject. The development of these new programs and courses has been made possible through the efforts of the faculties of the art departments in colleges and universities. These faculties have worked to create programs and courses that are designed to provide students with a strong foundation in art and to prepare them for careers in the field of art. The increase in the number of students pursuing the study of art in college is a positive development and one that is likely to continue in the future.
**Sports Section**

**Either Church or Hagee Will Face Cox in Finals As Soon As Weather Permits**

Either Church or Hagee will face Cox in the finals as soon as weather permits. Completion of the hatchet match on July 6, the weather permits, in the American League. The hatchet match type of game of Texas League is in effect and the Plainview and Hagee teams are guaranteed one game each before and after the hatchet match. The hatchet match will be played in Hagerman on July 6.

**Kennedy Park**

Kennedy Park's annual farewell was held at 8:30, May 18, in Clearwater. The following new members, initiated Monday night: Warren, Donald Jett, W. Gregory Clark, William J. Jones, Herbert J. Doherty, Rex F. Sargent, J. O. Slavin, J. E. Killman, and A. L. Noyes. A dedication was held at the game Wednesday afternoon. West Texas Pioneers and Plainview won.

**Fugate Favored to Win Horse Shoe Tourney**

W. J. Fugate and Frank Sheets are scheduled to take the honors in the finals of the horse shoe throwing competition which has been in previous years.

**Kappa Phi Kappa Toppers League at Season's End**

The summer league baseball players are scheduled to take place this season. The championship type of games is in effect and the Plainview and Kings teams are guaranteed one game each before and after the championship match. The championship match will be played in Kings on July 6.

**W. J. Fugate**

W. J. Fugate, a six-time winner of the tournament, will be the top man in the current match. Fugate's victory in previous years will make it difficult for any other man to beat him.
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National Defense Tax: Hits All of Us—Some Like It, Some Don't

By ELIJAH CARMICHAEL

The national defense tax is quite a bit more than just a levy on individual income. It is, rather, a receipt for a product that is provided by the government to the nation as a whole. In the case of the national defense tax, the product is security.

The tax, which went into effect on April 15, 1940, is levied at the rate of 1% of the value of all property owned by individuals. The tax is intended to finance the cost of maintaining national security, including the defense of the United States against foreign attack.

The tax is paid annually, and the amount assessed depends on the value of the property owned by each individual. The rate of 1% is intended to be revenue-neutral, meaning that it is neither a pure tax nor a pure subsidy, but rather a means of transferring wealth from the holders of property to the government.

The national defense tax has been a controversial issue since its inception. Some opponents argue that it is an unnecessary burden on property owners, while others argue that it is a necessary measure to protect the nation's security.

The national defense tax is a complex issue, and its impact on the economy and on individuals is subject to ongoing debate. However, it is clear that the tax is an important part of the federal budget, and its success or failure will determine the nation's ability to maintain its security in the face of potential threats.